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AN INTRODUCTION TO RAY TRACING
Edited, by Andrew Glassner

June 1989, c.368 pages, ISBN: 0.12.286160.4, £25.00

An Introduction to Ray Tracing develops from fundamental principles
of creating "photo-realistic images" in Computer Graphics to advanced
applications, providing "how-to" procedures as well as a detailed under-
standing of the scientific foundations of Ray Tracing. It is also heavily il-
lustrated with colour and black-and white plates.

FRACTALS EVERYWHERE
Michael Bamsley

1988, 408 pages, ISBN: 0.12.079062.9, £25.00

This book is a text for a first course in deterministic fractal geometry and
its applications, and includes theory, discussion, program listing and ex-
ercises. It has been used for a course in fractal geometry with a prerequi-
site of only advanced mathematics. The development provides both the
theorems and their intuitive basis. The text is beautifully illustrated with
figures and colour plates.

INTRODUCTION TO PARALLEL PROGRAMMING
Steven Brawer

June 1989, c.409 pages, ISBN: 0.12.128470.0, £25.00(tentanve)

This book is the first practical guide to parallel programming written for the
applications programmer with no experience in parallel programming and
no formal computer science training. You will find all the basic concepts
illustrated by examples in a simplified FORTRAN.
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THE COMPLEXITY OF BOOLEAN NETWORKS
Paul E. Dunne

1988,512 pages, ISBN: 0.12.224460.5, £24.00

Work on Boolean functions has laid the foundations of a complexity theory
which is now recognised as a fundamental concern for modern computa-
tional complexity theory. This book surveys the literature of Boolean
network complexity to the present day, providing a comprehensive treat-
ment of the topic.

A GUIDEBOOK TO FORTRAN ON
SUPERCOMPUTERS
John M. Levesque and Joel W. Williamson

1988,218 pages, ISBN: 0.12.444760.0, £25.00

This book, the first of its kind, explains in detail both the underlying
architecture of today's supercomputers and the manner by which a
compiler maps FORTRAN code onto that architecture. Most important,
the constructs preventing full optimizations are outlined, and specific
strategies for restructuring a program are provided.

New Series ...
KNOWLEDGE BASED SYSTEMS
Series Editors: BJi. Games and J.H. Boose

1988, Vol. 1:360 pages, ISBN: 0.12.273251.0, £16.95
Vol. 2:384 pages, ISBN: 0.12.115920.5, £16.95

In volume 2, Knowledge Acquisition Tools (or Expert Systems, the
results of leading tool-oriented projects in knowledge acquisition are dealt
with. The companion volume, Knowledge Acquisition for Knowledge-
Based Systems, presents more fundamental research into problems of
knowledge acquisition.

CASE-BASED PLANNING
Viewing Planning as a Memory Task
Kristian J. Hammond
Perspectives In Artificial Intelligence Series

April 1989,304 pages, ISBN: 0.12.322060.2, £22.00

This work presents atheory of planning called Cased-Based Planning that
suggests the use of a planner's dynamic memory of experience rather
than a static base of rules. These ideas of memory, learning, and planning
are implemented in the domain of Szchwan cooking.

New Titles in Computers and People Series ... j
COGNITIVE ENGINEERING IN COMPLEX
DYNAMIC WORLDS
Edited by E. Hollnagel, G. Mancini and D.Woods

1988,330 pages, ISBN: 0.12.352655.8, £17.50

In this book the authors focus on the cognitive processes involved in
decision making and problem solving of operators vis-a-vis complex
dynamic systems, and how these functions might be supported by Al and
Knowledge Based Systems.

COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY OF PLANNING
J.M.Hoc
1988,200 pages, ISBN: 0.12350770.7, £20.00

The aim of this book is to furnish a theoretical framework for greater
understanding of current knowledge in psychology and Al. It is unique in
its integrated and interdisciplinary perspective.

WORKING WITH COMPUTERS
Edited by G.C. van der Veer, T.R.G. Green, JM. Hoc
and D. Murray

1988,300 pages, ISBN: 0.12.711705.9, £15.95

This book deals with computers in work environments and problems con-
cerning the design of the information system rather than the usability of the
hardware. The chapters study the relationship betweeen the task domain,
the conceptual structure of the information system and the cognitive psy-
chology of the user.
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(A I EDAM): Artificial Intelligence for Engineering Design,
Analysis and Manufacturing is a journal intended for en-
gineers and designers who see artificial intelligence tech-
nologies as powerful tools for handling difficult engineering
problems and for research workers in artificial intelligence
and computer science who are interested in applications of
artificial intelligence and in the theoretical issues that arise
from such applications. The Editor is particularly seeking
articles that develop new and interesting applications based
on the most up-to-date research in chemical, civil, industrial
and mechanical (i.e. non-VLSI) engineering. Specifically,

the Journal is interested in the use of artificial intelligence in
planning, design, finite element analysis, simulation, spatial
reasoning and graphics, process planning, optimization and
manufacturing. Areas of special interest include: expert
(knowledge-based) systems, including knowledge acquisition
and representation, control, and system architectures; spa-
tial reasoning and the integration of graphics and solid
modelers; artificial intelligence languages and machines, in-
cluding exploratory programming environments and expert
system shells.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS

Submission of manuscripts
Three (3) copies of articles, in English, should be submitted
to the Editor. Research briefs and books for review should
be submitted to the appropriate section editor.

Typescripts
Paper should be typed in double spacing throughout, includ-
ing tables, footnotes, references and legends to tables and
figures. One side of the paper, only, should be used and
there should be a margin of at least 2.5 cm all round. The
position of tables and figures should be clearly indicated, in
sequence, in the text. Tables, footnotes and legends to
figures should be typed separately. Where it is essential for
clear cross-referencing, particularly in mathematically-
orientated material, paragraphs and subparagraphs may be
numbered, and the decimal system should be used, i.e.
1.1.1., 1.1.2., etc. A short running title of not more than 40
characters (including spaces) should be indicated if the full
title is longer than this. The name of the laboratory where
the work has been carried out should be indicated on the
title page and the full postal address for the despatch of
proofs and offprints should be included on a separate page.
Photocopies of typescripts will not be accepted for publica-
tion. For refereeing purposes only, good photocopies may
be submitted. Upon acceptance of the manuscript the top
copy and the original illustrations should be submitted for
publication.

Abstract
An abstract will be printed at the head of all papers: this
should not exceed 300 words, and should be intelligible to
the general reader without reference to the main text.
Abbreviations should be avoided.

Author biographies
Brief author biographies will be printed at the end of each
paper: they should not exceed 100 words for each author.

Conventions
References should be listed alphabetically by first author at
the end of the paper. All authors' names should be given,
followed by the year of publication, the full title of the
journal, volume, issue number, and inclusive page numbers.
For books, the full title should be given, followed by the
volume number (if any), page numbers, place of publication
and publisher. Citations in the text should read: Brown,

Smith & Robinson (1973). Where there is more than one
author all names should be given when first mentioned and
subsequently thus: Brown et al. (1973). The convention
Brown (1973a), Brown (1973b) should be used where more
than one paper by the author has appeared in the same
year. Authors are responsible for checking the accuracy of
all references and that all references cited in the text also
appear in the list of references at the end of the paper.
Examples of the style to be used are:

Reyling, G. Jr 1974. Performance and control of multiple
multiprocessor systems. Computer Design 13, 81-86.

Enslow, P.H. 1974. Multiprocessors and Parallel Processing.
New York: John Wiley.

Abbreviations
Customary abbreviations will be accepted and the authors
are recommended to employ Systeme Internationale
(metric) units. Special and unusual symbols should be
clearly identified, especially if handwritten.

Preparation of illustrations
Artwork, preferably no larger than 30 cm x 22 cm, may be
submitted in any medium providing that the image is very
sharp. When submitting illustrations it should be borne in
mind that the page area is 222 mm x 177 mm and that com-
puter output and program listings cannot be reduced by
more than 20% before the clarity of the image is affected.
Authors are requested to use the reverse side of the printout
paper and to ensure that conditions, generally, are such as
to assist maximum clarity in reproduction. Photographs will
be accepted only if the information cannot be presented
easily in any other form. Explanation and keys should, as
far as possible, be placed in the legends.

Copyright/offprints
Authors submitting a manuscript do so on the understanding
that if it is accepted for publication, exclusive copyright in
the paper shall be assigned to the Publisher. In considera-
tion for assignment of copyright, the Publisher will supply 50
offprints of each paper. Further offprints may be ordered at
extra cost; the copyright assignment form and offprint order
form will be sent with the proofs. The Publisher will not put
any limitation on the personal freedom of the author to use
material contained in the paper in other works which may
be published elsewhere.
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